Effect of changes in cruciate ligaments pretensions on knee joint laxity and ligament forces.
The knee joint cruciate ligaments are reconstructed with the rationale to avoid joint instability, recurrent injury, damage to soft tissues and osteoarthritis. Wide range of procedures with different stiffness, pretension, orientation and insertion locations have been proposed with the primary goal to restore the joint laxity. Apart from the general lack of success in preservation of force in the reconstructed ligament itself, the concern, not yet addressed, arises as to the effect of such perturbation on the other intact cruciate ligament. The interaction between cruciate ligament forces is hypothesized in this work. Using a 3-D nonlinear finite element model of the tibiofemoral joint, we examined this hypothesis by quantifying the extent of coupling between cruciate ligaments while varying the prestrain in each ligament under flexion with and without anterior-posterior (A-P) loads. A remarkable coupling was predicted between cruciate ligament forces in flexion thus confirming the hypothesis; forces in both cruciate ligaments increased as initial strain or pretension in one of them increased whereas they both diminished as one of them became slack. Moreover, changes in laxity and in ligament forces as a cruciate ligament prestrained or pretensioned varied with flexion angle and external loads. These findings have important consequences in joint functional biomechanics following a ligament injury or replacement surgery and in selection of laxity matched or ligament force matched pretensioning protocols.